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Abstract

The empirical evidence that the consumption–wealth ratio,cay, has strong in-sample predictiv
power for future stock returns has been interpreted as evidence that consumers take account
investment opportunities in planning their consumption expenditures. In this paper we show t
predictive power ofcayarises mainly from a “look-ahead bias” introduced by estimating the par
ters of the cointegrating regression between consumption, assets, and labor incomein-sample. When
a similar regression is run, replacing the log of consumption with an inanimate variable, ca
time, the resulting residual, which we labeltay, is shown to be able to forecast stock returns as w
as, or better than,cay. In addition, bothcayandtay lose their out-of-sample forecasting power wh
they are re-estimated every period with only available data.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

It is now widely accepted that aggregate security returns contain predictable
ponents. Proposed predictors of returns include interest rates(Lintner, 1975; Fama an
Schwert, 1977), the market dividend yield(Campbell and Shiller, 1988; Fama and Fren
1988), the term spread and junk bond yield spread(Fama and French, 1989), and the book-
to-market ratio(Kothari and Shanken, 1997). On the other hand,Bossaerts and Hillion
(1999)andGoyal and Welch (2003)have cast doubt on the existence of anyout of sample
return predictability.
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Most recently, a new variable,̂cay, the deviation of (log) aggregate consumption fr
its predicted value based on a cointegrating regression between (log) consumptioc’,
(log) aggregate assets, ‘a’, and (log) aggregate labor income, ‘y ’, has been found to be
stronger predictor of both the real return on stocks and the excess of the return on
over the riskless interest rate (Lettau and Ludvigson, 2001; (LL)). This new variable ex-
plains around 9% of both real market returns and excess market returns over the
1952.4 to 1998.3 in predictive regressions using quarterly data. The theoretical justifi
that is offered for the predictive power of̂cay is based on the assumption that individu
are able to take account of future (risky) investment opportunities in making their
rent consumption decisions, which implies that aggregate consumption carries inform
about future returns. If this indeed were the case, we would expect theĉayvariable to be
able to forecast returns out of sample. In this paper we show that the predictive po
ĉay is entirely in-sampleand arises mainly from a “look-ahead bias” that is introdu
by estimating the parameters of the cointegrating regression between consumption
and labor incomein-sample. Consequently,̂cay has no power toforecastreturns out of
sample, and the in-sample predictive power of this variable cannot be taken as ev
that consumers are able to take account of expected returns on risky assets in maki
consumption decisions.1

The theoretical framework starts from the log-linearized version of the standard b
constraint relating wealth, consumption, and portfolio returns:

(1)Wt+1 = (1+ Rw,t+1)(Wt − Ct),

whereWt is aggregate wealth at the beginning of periodt , Ct is consumption, andRw,t+1
is the return on aggregate wealth.

Equation(1) can be shown to imply the followingapproximateexpression for the log
consumption–wealth ratio:

(2)ct − wt ≈
∞∑
i=1

ρi
w(rw,t+i − �ct+i ),

where lower case letters denote log variables,� is the difference operator, andρw is the
steady state investment ratio,(W − C)/W . Taking conditional expectations of both sid
of (2) yields:

(3)ct − wt ≈ Et

∞∑
i=1

ρi
w(rw,t+i − �ct+i ).

Equation(3) implies that the current (log) consumption–wealth ratio must forecas
ther future returns on aggregate wealth, or future growth rates in consumption. In o
make Eq.(3) operational it is necessary to replace the unobservable aggregate weal
ables,wt andrw,t+i , with observable proxies. In LL, these variables areapproximatedby

1 Financial economists are more interested in theeconomic(out-of-sample) than the statistical (in-sample
importance of return prediction. Bossaerts and Hillion, and Goyal and Welch (op. cit.) emphasize the
tion between in- and out-of-sample predictability.Lewellen and Shanken (2002)discuss the role of learning i
producing in-sample return predictability where there is no out-of-sample predictability.
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aggregate assets,a, labor income,y, and the returns on assets,ra , and on human capital,rh,
to yield:

ct − ωat − (1− ω)yt ≈ Et

∞∑
i=1

ρi
w

{[
ωra,t+i + (1− ω)rh,t+i

] − �ct+i

}

(4)+ (1− ω)zt ,

wherezt ≡ Et

∑∞
i=1 ρh

i(�yt+1+i − rh,t+1+i ). Since all the terms on the right-hand si
of (4) are assumed to be stationary,cay≡ ct − ωat − (1 − ω)yt is also stationary, so tha
c, a, andy must be cointegrated, andcay is the deviation from their common stochas
trend. Equation(4) then implies thatcaymust forecast either future market returns or fut
consumption growth.

1. Granger representation and the predictive power of ĉay

The budget constraint, which is the basis for Eq.(3), implies the forecastability of eithe
future asset (human capital) returnsra (rh) or future consumption growth�c, or both, by
cay. From an empirical point of view, the predictive relation betweencay andra (rh) or
�c is established by the Granger Representation Theorem (GRT). Ifct , at , andyt are
cointegratedandthe vector,x = [c, a, y]′, can be represented as a non-stationarypth order
vector auto regression (VAR), then the GRT states that there exist parametersB relating
the change in the vector of consumption, wealth and labor income,�x, and the one-perio
lagged values of the cointegration residuals,z:

(5)�xt = ζ1�xt−1 + · · · + ζp�xt−p + α − Bzt−1 + εt .

Therefore, whether the variablesc, a, andy are cointegrated and whether the cointeg
tion residualcayhas forecasting power forra , and thenin turn for rS&P 500, are empirical
questions.

The within-sample estimateŝcay do not seem to forecast growth in labor income
growth in consumption in the sample of 1952.4 to 2000.4, but there is weak evidenc
ĉayt helps forecast growth in wealth:2

(6)
�at+1 = −0.19+0.32ĉayt−1, R2 = 0.037,

(1.88) (1.96)

2 There is a subtle timing issue: whilect and yt are flow variables for periodt which are reported at th
end of period t , at is asset wealthat the beginning of periodt . The GRT implies thatcayt forecasts�at+1,
and in turn the corresponding stock return, but�at+1 ≡ at+1 − at , as well as the corresponding stock retu
is the change between the beginning of periodt and the beginning of periodt + 1 (or, equivalently, the end o
period t ). Since the calculation ofcayt requires information onct andyt which is available only at the end o
periodt , a forecast of�at+1 from cayt is not feasible because�at+1 is realizedbefore cayt can be calculated
Therefore, the GRT itself does not imply that real-time knowledge ofcay would allow one to forecast futur
changes in wealth or its corresponding stock returns. Empirically, the variable calculated at the end o
t − 1 or beginning of periodt , ĉayt−1, can also help forecast�at+1 (and in turn the real stock return) in samp
so we report this feasible predictive regression in Eq.(6), even though the GRT does not stipulate that the tw
lagged cointegrating residual must forecast the growth rate of at least one ofc, a, or y.
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where�at+1 ≡ at+1 − at andat is measured at the beginning of periodt . Since growth in
wealth is highly correlated with stock returns for the same period,

(7)
�at+1 = 0.004+0.201rS&P 500,t , R2 = 0.718,

(5.78) (13.94)

results from Eq.(6) thus seem to suggest that̂cay can in turn weakly forecast stock re
turns.

LL estimate a cointegrating regression ofc ona andy, using data from the whole sam
ple period, and obtain̂cay as the residual from this regression. When quarterly S&P
Index real returns or excess returns are regressed on the lagged value ofĉay, the regression
is highly significant, the correctedt-statistic onĉaybeing in excess of 2, and theR2 being
around 9%. This predictive relation is far stronger than those obtained previously for
predictors such as the dividend yield or term spread. It is also surprising in view o
lack of success of professional fund managers in timing the market despite the expe
of millions of dollars on research(Philips et al., 1996). In addition, the strong predic
tive power ofĉay for future stockreturns, which is only indirectly implied by the GR
dominates in statistical significance its predictive power for futureassetreturns, which as
shown in Eq.(6) is only marginally significant despite the fact that the relation betw
ĉayand futureassetreturns is directly implied by GRT. This suggests that the forecas
power of ĉay for stockreturns is much more than a mere statistical consequence o
GRT.

While LL’s findings can be interpreted simply as another piece of empirical evid
of time variation in stock returns and in-sample return predictability, it is important to
derstand why such a strong predictive relation exists and whether it is genuine or si
statistical artefact. The interpretation given in LL is that the finding is consistent with
mization by consumers, who seek to smooth consumption, and anticipate future cha
asset values when making consumption decisions. If this is indeed the reason for the
predictive power ofcay, then the findings of LL have important implications. First, th
imply that the representative consumer has good information about future excess
despite the fact that attempts to find timing ability among professional investment
agers have largely failed. Secondly, theR2 of around 9% implies that a high proportion
the variation in excess returns is due to variation inexpectedreturns, which has importan
implications for the volatility of asset prices.3 Thirdly, as LL point out, the results have th
important policy implication that large swings in the prices of houses and financial a
need not be associated with large movements in consumption since the wealth effec
set prices on consumption may be muted by changes in investment opportunities. F
the important role that they find for̂cay as a predictor for the investment opportunity
points to the need to take account of time-variation in investment opportunities in
pricing models.

3 As Cochrane (1991)points out, excess volatility is the other side of the coin to time varying expected re
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2. Comparison of cay and tay

Since neither the budget constraint nor the GRTper seprovide an economic or statis
tical rationale for the strong predictive power of̂cay relative to that of other variables th
have been analyzed, it is important to assess the robustness of LL’s results and
sider whether the reported statistical significance overstates the economic importa
the predictive relation.

There are several possible interpretations of LL’s results other than the one given
One possibility is that exceptionally high consumption (in relation to wealth) leads t
ceptionally high profits in the future, and that it is the profits that lift stock prices.4 A second
possibility is that business cycle related deviations of the consumption–wealth ratio
its long run level are coincident with business cycle variation in the market risk prem5

A third possibility, and the one that we shall concentrate on here, is the “look-ahead
(ex-post trend fitting) that arises from the fact that the coefficients used to generateĉayare
estimated using the full data sample.6

LL are aware of this potential bias and therefore, in addition to their primary res
they report out of sample tests which compare the forecasting performance ofĉay∗ with
that of other predictor variables, wherêcay∗ is the value ofcaythat is estimated using onl
prior data onc, a, andy. Their results are summarized inTable 1. The table shows th
proportional reduction in the root mean square of the forecasting error of market e
returns whencay is included as an additional regressor in the forecasting model (n
comparisons), or whencay is used as the predictor in place of the other predictor (n
nested comparisons). The ‘Cointegrating vector re-estimated’ column refers to the
of ĉay∗ which is estimated using only prior data, while the ‘Fixed cointegrating vector’
umn refers to the effect of̂caywhich is obtained using the whole sample. It is immedia
apparent that the forecasting contribution of̂cay, which is subject to the ‘look-ahead’ bia
is from 3 to 10 times greater than that of̂cay∗. Thus, on the basis of LL’s own analysis, t
‘look-ahead’ bias does indeed appear to be an important issue.

In order to determine whether or not the forecasting power ofĉayarises simply becaus
it fits the trend better in the sample, we estimate a simple OLS regression oft ona andy,7

wheret is calendar time in months and all standard errors andt-statistics are compute

4 It is possible that the information on consumption and wealth does not become available to the mark
the following quarter and that when it is revealed it has a market impact.Huberman and Schwert (1985)report that
Israeli index bond prices do not fully reflect recent information about inflation until the official announcem

5 Brennan et al. (2004), Fama and French (1989), Keim and Stambaugh (1986), Perez-Quiros and Timmer
mann (2000), andWhitelaw (1997)all show that the equity premium tends to fall during business cycle expan
and to rise during recessions.

6 In an independent study,Avromov (2002)also finds thatcaydisplays an impressive predictive power on
when the shares of asset wealth and labor income (in total wealth) are based on data realized subs
the prediction period, and that when constructed using quantities available at the time of prediction, it h
predictive power and is dominated by traditional predictors such as the book-to-market ratio and the e
yield.

7 Data onc, a, andy come from Sydney Ludvigson’s web sitehttp://www.econ.nyu.edu/user/ludvigsons/.

http://www.econ.nyu.edu/user/ludvigsons/
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Table 1
One-quarter ahead forecasts using in-sample and out-of-sample estimates ofcay

Cointegrating vector re-estimated (%) Fixed cointegrating vector

A. Nested comparison
1 ĉayt vs. AR 2.5 7.8
2 ĉayt−1 vs. AR 1.5 4.5
3 ĉayt vs. const 1.6 7.9
4 ĉayt−1 vs. const 0.4 4.3

B. Non-nested comparison
1 ĉayvs.r − rf 2.8 9.2
2 ĉayvs.d − p 3.9 10.3
3 ĉayvs.d − e 1.8 8.3
4 ĉayvs.RREL 0.8 7.3

Notes. This table, which is based on LL’s Table IV, shows the percentage reduction in the root mean
forecast error of excess returns on the S&P Composite Index as a result of usingĉayas a predictor. In Panel A th
comparison is between a prediction regression with one predictor, either the lagged return (AR) or a cons
a prediction regression that includeŝcay. In Panel B the comparison is between a prediction regression wit
specified regressor (r − rf , d −p, d −e, RREL) and a prediction regression witĥcayas the predictor. The colum
labeled ‘Cointegrating vector re-estimated’ refers to out of sample forecasts in which recursive regression
data from 1952.4 to 1968.1, are used to estimate both the parameters inĉayt and the forecasting model eac
quarter. In the column labeled ‘Fixed cointegrating vector,’ the cointegrating parameters used to estimateĉayt are
set equal to their values estimated in the whole sample.

with correction for heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation:

(8)
t = −1624.85+85.15a +83.38y, R2 = 0.99.

(51.12) (9.06) (9.07)

The residual from Eq.(8), t̂ay, provides a simple null hypothesis against which to e
uate theĉaypredictor, for it is clear that, unlikec, the simple time trendt only represents
an ex-post trend fitting and cannot involve any forecasting or optimization. The res
t̂ay has a correlation of 0.75 with ĉay.

Table 2reports the estimation results of predictive regressions for the S&P quarter
return,rt , and the S&P quarterly excess return,re

t , which is measured relative to the retu
on a rolled over portfolio of 30-day T-bills. The coefficient of 1.874 onĉayt−1 reported in
column (3) of Panel A compares with a corresponding coefficient of 2.220 reported by LL
for a slightly shorter sample period, and theR̄2 of 0.076 compares with their value of 0.09;
Panel B contains results for the S&P excess return that are also close to theirs.

The most striking result inTable 2is that in every casetayperforms better as a predict
thancay. Concentrating on the results in Panel A, the regression usingt̂ayt−1 has anR̄2

of 0.100, compared with 0.076 for ĉayt−1. When the variables are lagged one more pe
(regressions 2 and 4) the correspondingR̄2s are 0.077 and 0.043. When the lagged value
of both variables are included in the same regression in column (5),t̂ayt−1 enters with a
t-statistics of 2.38 while thet-statistics onĉayt−1 drops to 0.77. The results are simila
when two-period lagged values of both variables are included (column (6)). The resu
the S&P excess return reported in Panel B ofTable 2are also similar. The overall pictur
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Table 2
Forecasts of quarterly returns usinĝcay, t̂ay, and other predictors

A. S&P real return 1952.4 to 2000.4

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

constant 0.010 0.011 −1.138 −0.882 −0.383 −0.053 0.010 0.011 0.011 0.011
(1.98) (2.11) (3.19) (2.41) (0.75) (0.11) (1.73) (2.02) (1.76) (1.96)

ĉayt−1 1.874 0.642
(3.24) (0.77)

ĉayt−2 1.457 0.103
(2.46) (0.14)

t̂ayt−1 0.004 0.003
(4.78) (2.38)

t̂ayt−2 0.004 0.004
(4.22) (2.80)

t̂at−1 0.001
(2.39)

ĉat−1 0.026
(0.27)

t̂yt−1 0.002
(3.40)

ĉyt−1 0.600
(2.30)

R̄2 0.100 0.077 0.076 0.043 0.099 0.072 0.025 0.051 −0.005 0.031

B. S&P excess return 1952.4 to 2000.4

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

constant 0.010 0.010 −1.107 −0.805 −0.503 −0.114 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010
(1.94) (2.06) (3.24) (2.36) (0.99) (0.25) (1.74) (1.98) (1.76) (1.94)

ĉayt−1 1.823 0.837
(3.28) (1.01)

ĉayt−2 1.330 0.203
(2.40) (0.27)

t̂ayt−1 0.004 0.003
(4.60) (1.95)

t̂ayt−2 0.003 0.003
(3.98) (2.40)

t̂at−1 0.001
(2.25)

ĉat−1 0.040
(0.40)

t̂yt−1 0.002
(3.11)

ĉyt−1 0.531
(2.13)

R̄2 0.086 0.061 0.075 0.037 0.089 0.057 0.023 0.040 −0.004 0.024

(continued on the next page)
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Table 2 (Continued)

C. Real interest rate 1952.4 to 2000.4

(1) (2)

constant −0.0190 0.0035
(0.50) (4.71)

ĉayt−1 0.0366
(0.60)

t̂ayt−1 0.0003
(3.35)

R̄2 −0.001 0.097

Notes. The table reports estimates from OLS regressions of stock returns and real interest rates on lag
ables. Variablêcay is from LL and variablêtay is defined in Eq.(8). Variable t̂a (ĉa) is the residual from the
regression of time (consumption) on a constant and asset wealth. Variablet̂y (ĉy) is the residual from the regres
sion of time (consumption) on a constant and labor income. The S&P 500 Index real return is constructe
difference between the logarithm of one plus the nominal return on the S&P 500 Index and the logarithm
plus the realized inflation rate as measured by the CPI index. The S&P 500 Index excess return is const
the difference between the nominal return on the S&P 500 Index and the 30-day T-bill rate. The real inter
is constructed as the difference between the 30-day T-bill rates and the realized inflation rate. Heterosce
and autocorrelation correctedt -ratios are in parentheses.

presented by the table is that, when it comes to prediction, ‘tay’s as good ascay’, and
perhaps a bit better.8

Columns (7)–(10) of the table explore the individual roles ofa andy. t̂a and ĉa are
the residuals from the regressions of, respectively, calendar time and log consump
the log of aggregate assetsa; t̂y and ĉy are defined analogously using incomey in place
of assetsa. Columns 7 and 9 show that̂ta retains the in-sample predictive power with
t-statistic of 2.39 and anR̄2 of 0.025; on the other hand̂ca has no predictive power. Thu
even if we were to accept the hypothesis that the consumption–wealth ratio has pre
power for asset returns (where wealth includes human capital as well as financial a
the same approach shows that the consumption–assets ratio has no predictive po
asset returns.

Column (10) shows that the estimated residual consumption–income ratioĉy has pre-
dictive power (R̄2 ≈ 3.1%)—high consumption relative to income predicts high fut
returns. However, it turns out that̂ty does even better (̄R2 ≈ 5.1%). It seems likely that̂ty
also tracks the business cycle.

Figure 1plots the time series of̂cayandt̂ay. The current level of̂tay is just as foreboding
as that ofĉay for returns in 2000 and beyond even thought has no foresight. The reaso
that both variables are currently negative is thata is well above its historical trend (y is
below its historical trend).

Growth in wealth is not only highly correlated with stock returns, it is also positively
significantly correlated with the real interest raterf , calculated as the difference betwe

8 Both Stambaugh (1999)andAmihud and Hurvich (2004)show that the predictive coefficient estimates
reported inTable 2are biased. We implemented both the Stambaugh bias correction formula and the Am
Hurvich bias reduction regression and found that the bias-corrected coefficient estimates are close
reported inTable 2.
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Fig. 1. The figure plots the time series oftay and modifiedcay. cay is demeaned and multiplied by 500.

the one-month T-bill rate and the CPI inflation rate:

�at+1 = 0.005+ 0.649rf , R2 = 0.045.
(2.89) (2.68)

Since the GRT implies that̂cay forecasts�a and sincerf is significantly correlated with
�a, the logic of the forecasting power of̂cay for stock returns implies that̂cayalso helps
forecast the real interest raterf , which is an element of the individual’s future investme
opportunity set as well. In Panel C ofTable 2, we report the result of regressing the realiz
real interest rate on̂cayt−1 and t̂ayt−1. ĉayhas no predictive power for real interest rat
However, somewhat surprisingly,̂taypredicts the real interest rate as well as it predicts
S&P 500 Index returns: theR2 for both is around 10%. When̂tay is high, the real interes
rate also tends to be high. Further examination shows that this is because high real
rates tend to be associated with periods in which labor income,y, is below trend.

The results in this section have shown that, when the cointegrating vector is estimin
sample, return forecasts constructed from the inanimate variable, calendar timet , perform
at least as well as those constructed from aggregate consumption, suggesting that t
casting power of̂cay is most likely due to the ex post successful fitting of the trend wi
the sample. In the following section we compare the out-of-sample forecasting pow
ĉaywith that of t̂ay.
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3. Out of sample comparisons

Examination of the out-of-sample forecasting performance ofĉayandt̂ay serves to ad
dress the issue of whether the in-sample performance is mainly due to a “look-ahea
so that the apparently strong in-sample results are likely to be spurious. In recent
researchers have cast doubt on the reliability of predictive regressions for stock retu
cause predictor variables such as the dividend yield, yield spreads and short term
rates are highly persistent. For example,Ferson et al. (1999)andTorous et al. (2004)ar-
gue that persistence in bothexpectedstock returns and the predictive variable would ca
spurious regressions in which thet-statistics andR2 will be biased upwards. The aut
correlation of therealizedreal S&P 500 Index return is only 0.1, but the persistenc
the expectedstock return is not knowna priori, so that the simulation results inFerson
et al. (1999)are not directly applicable.9 Out-of-sample forecasting performance provid
an alternative check since, if the in-sample predictive relation is spurious or unstab
should not expect to detect any out-of-sample forecasting power.10

In constructing comparisons of the out-of-sample forecasts for S&P 500 Index re
we broadly follow LL. The first set of forecasts is constructed using values ofĉay and
t̂ay from fixedcointegrating vectors that are estimated using data from the whole sa
period from 1952.4 to 2000.4.11 Separate predictive regressions for the S&P 500 In
real and excess returns are estimated using bothĉay and t̂ay as predictive variables. I
addition, we report results for forecasts based on both one and two-period lagged va
the predictors to allow for the possible effect of data publication lags.

In order to construct the out-of-sample forecasts, the predictive regressions ar
mated recursively using data from 1952.4 to the quarter immediately preceding the forec
period, and the first forecast period is set at 1968.2. Panel A inTable 3reports root mean
squared errors (RMSE) for the forecasts based onfixedcointegrating vectors. The resu
for the S&P 500 Index real and excess returns are qualitatively similar. Like LL, we
that ĉay improves on the constant forecast: the reduction in the RMSE is around
(1.75%) for the real (excess) return.12 However, we find that̂tay predicts even better tha
ĉay: it reduces the RMSE by about 2.1% (1.3%) relative tôcayfor the real (excess) return
The pseudoR2 is calculated as one minus the squared ratio of RMSE from the pr
tive regression usinĝcayor t̂ay to RMSE from regression using a constant so that a la
pseudoR2 indicates a larger reduction in the mean square forecast error of the va
relative to the constant forecast. It is around 3.7% (3.5%) whenĉay is used to forecas

9 Our own simulation evidence shows that there is virtually no bias in the predictive coefficient est
for ĉay or t̂ay. In our simulation, stock returns are generated from simulated predictive variable with the
autoregressive coefficient and first two moments asĉay(or t̂ay) together with the same predictive coefficient as
correspondinĝcay (or t̂ay) predictive coefficient. The simulated stock returns also have the same autoreg
coefficient and the first two moments of the S&P 500 Index return.

10 It is not uncommon when dealing with stock returns to find that strong in-sample predictive power do
survive out of sample. In a comprehensive study,Bossaerts and Hillion (1999)find strong in-sample but disma
out-of-sample forecasting power of equity returns across nine countries. Their analysis of the power of
shows that the dismal out-of-sample performancecannotbe attributed to a lack of power in out-of-sample tes

11 Values ofĉayare taken from Sydney Ludvigson’s home page:http://www.econ.nyu.edu/user/ludvigsons/.
12 LL (2001, Table IV)report a 1.6% improvement for the real return.

http://www.econ.nyu.edu/user/ludvigsons/
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Table 3
Root mean square errors and pseudoR2 for out-of-sample forecasts of real returns and excess returns usinĉay
andt̂ay for the period from 1968.2 to 2000.4

Panel A. Fixed cointegrating vector

Constant ĉayt−1 t̂ayt−1 ĉayt−2 t̂ayt−2

Root mean square error

S&P real return 0.0837 0.0821 0.0804 0.0833 0.0809
S&P excess return 0.0817 0.0803 0.0792 0.0815 0.0798

PseudoR2 (%)

S&P real return 3.77 7.83 1.11 6.59
S&P excess return 3.45 5.97 0.37 4.66

Panel B. Cointegrating vector re-estimated

Constant ĉayDLS
t−1 ĉayOLS

t−1 t̂ayt−1 ĉayDLS
t−2 ĉayOLS

t−2 t̂ayt−2

Root mean square error

S&P real return 0.0837 0.0872 0.0846 0.0851 0.0868 0.0845 0.0840
S&P excess return 0.0817 0.0850 0.0828 0.0831 0.0845 0.0827 0.0822

PseudoR2 (%)

S&P real return −8.46 −2.11 −3.25 −7.39 −1.94 −0.72
S&P excess return −8.31 −2.62 −3.53 −7.08 −2.44 −1.27

Notes. The table reports the root mean square errors, RMSE, and pseudoR2 (which is calculated as one minus th
squared ratio of RMSE from predictive regression usinĝcayor t̂ay to RMSE from regression using a constan
for out-of-sample one-quarter-ahead forecasts of the real returnrt and the excess returnre

t on the S&P Composite
Index for two different forecasts. The column titled ‘Constant’ reports the RMSE using the prior sample m
the predictor. The column titled̂cayt−1 reports the RMSE for a forecast ofrt (re

t ) using ĉayt−1 as a predictive
variable where the predictive regression is estimated by ordinary least squares using all the sample d
1952.4 to the immediately preceding quarter; the column titled̂cayt−2 corresponds to forecasts based on̂cayt−2
as the predictor. The columns titled̂tay are constructed in a similar fashion. The initial prediction period for
contemporaneous predictors is 1968.2 and the final one is 2000.4; the predictions for the lagged predictors st
one (two) period(s) later.

In Panel A,ĉayandt̂ayare estimated using the whole sample period from 1952.4 to 2000.4 (ĉayis taken from
Sydney Ludvigson’s home page). In Panel B,̂cayandt̂ay are estimated using data from 1952.4 up to the forecas
quarter. Whilet̂ay is estimated using the ordinary least squares,ĉay is estimated using two different approach
(1) a dynamic least squares technique with eight leads and lags where all the leads and lags are in the inf
set at the time of forecast (DLS); and (2) ordinary least squares without any leads and lags (OLS).

the real (excess) return, but it improves to 7.8% (6.0%) whent̂ay replacesĉay. When the
predictors are lagged two periods instead of one, the results are qualitatively similar

Although the results reported in Panel A are based on recursive regressions, t
dictive variableĉay(t̂ay) is constructed from a dynamic (ordinary) least squares regre
that uses future data and hence is subject to a “look-ahead” bias. Therefore, Panel B
similar forecast comparisons when̂cayand t̂ay are obtained from regressions that are
estimated each period using only data prior to the forecast period. Whilet̂ay is re-estimated
using the recursive ordinary least squares regression (OLS), the residualĉay is estimated
using both an OLS and a dynamic least squares (DLS) technique with eight leads a
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Table 4
Root mean square errors and pseudoR2 for out-of-sample forecasts of real returns and excess returns usinĉay
andt̂ay for the period from 1976.1 to 2000.4

Panel A. Fixed cointegrating vector

Constant ĉayt−1 t̂ayt−1 ĉayt−2 t̂ayt−2

Root mean square error

S&P real return 0.0749 0.0777 0.0734 0.0771 0.0735
S&P excess return 0.0744 0.0772 0.0737 0.0766 0.0739

PseudoR2 (%)

S&P real return −7.75 4.01 −5.93 3.55
S&P excess return −7.63 1.88 −5.96 1.52

Panel B. Cointegrating vector re-estimated

Constant ĉayDLS
t−1 ĉayOLS

t−1 t̂ayt−1 ĉayDLS
t−2 ĉayOLS

t−2 t̂ayt−2

Root mean square error

S&P real return 0.0749 0.0830 0.0789 0.0780 0.0802 0.0773 0.0766
S&P excess return 0.0744 0.0826 0.0788 0.0783 0.0795 0.0770 0.0767

PseudoR2 (%)

S&P real return −22.79 −11.08 −8.57 −14.73 −6.50 −4.67
S&P excess return −23.19 −12.15 −10.52 −14.04 −7.05 −6.09

Notes. The table reports the root mean square errors, RMSE, and pseudoR2 (which is calculated as one minus th
squared ratio of RMSE from predictive regression usinĝcayor t̂ay to RMSE from regression using a constan
for out-of-sample one-quarter-ahead forecasts of the real returnrt and the excess returnre

t on the S&P Composite
Index for two different forecasts. The column titled ‘Constant’ reports the RMSE using the prior sample m
the predictor. The column titled̂cayt−1 reports the RMSE for a forecast ofrt (re

t ) using ĉayt−1 as a predictive
variable where the predictive regression is estimated by ordinary least squares using all the sample d
1952.4 to the immediately preceding quarter; the column titled̂cayt−2 corresponds to forecasts based on̂cayt−2
as the predictor. The columns titled̂tay are constructed in a similar fashion. The initial prediction period for
contemporaneous predictors is 1968.2 and the final one is 2000.4; the predictions for the lagged predictors st
one (two) period(s) later.

In Panel A,ĉayandt̂ayare estimated using the whole sample period from 1952.4 to 2000.4 (ĉayis taken from
Sydney Ludvigson’s home page). In Panel B,̂cayandt̂ay are estimated using data from 1952.4 up to the forecas
quarter. Whilet̂ay is estimated using the ordinary least squares,ĉay is estimated using two different approach
(1) a dynamic least squares technique with eight leads and lags where all the leads and lags are in the inf
set at the time of forecast (DLS); and (2) ordinary least squares without any leads and lags (OLS).

given in Eq. (11) in LL.13 While the DLS is the theoretically correct approach,̂cayOLS

performs better than̂cayDLS with a smaller RMSE and a larger pseudoR2. Again, t̂ay
performs as well aŝcayOLS and slightly better than̂cayDLS as a predictor for both real an
excess returns. When the two predictive variables are constructed recursively, howe
forecast power of both variables completely disappears. Neitherĉay nor t̂ay performs as
well as the constant forecast: the RMSE underĉayandt̂ay is larger than that of a consta
forecast, and the pseudoR2 all become negative.

13 The DLS approach yields unbiased parameter estimates in constructingĉay but substantially reduces th
sample size by requiring leads and lags of the first difference term in the regression. The number of obse
in thecayregression increases from 61 to 193 in the OLS but ranges from 45 to 176 in the DLS.
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Table 4repeats the exercise ofTable 3except that the first forecast period is delay
to 1976.1. A longer sample period should yield better estimates of the cointegratin
efficients, so that extending the first period by eight years should improve the re
especially since the cointegrating coefficients are super-consistent and converge a
proportional toT rather than the usual

√
T . Instead, the reverse is found: the pseudoR2 is

negative no matter whether̂cay is estimated using the whole sample or re-estimated u
only data prior to the forecast period. The RMSE from the one-period-ahead forecas
ĉay exceeds that from using a constant by more than 3.8% whenĉay is estimated using
the whole sample and by 5.4% (10.8%) when̂cayOLS (ĉayDLS) is re-estimated using onl
data prior to the forecast period. Althougĥtay still retains some predictive power when
is estimated using the whole sample, it also completely loses its out-of-sample forec
power when it is re-estimated every period with only available data.

Consistent with the implications from the analysis in the previous section, results
this section indicate that the cointegration residual has noout of samplepredictive power
for stock returns. Taken together, these results suggest that the strong in-sample pr
power ofĉay is very likely to be due to the “look-ahead” bias introduced by ex post fit
a trend within the sample. As a by-product of the out-of-sample analysis, we also fin
dence that the cointegration structure as well as the predictive regression may be u
over time, the details of which are analyzed inHahn and Lee (2001)and are thus omitte
from the current paper.

4. Conclusion

LL have shown that the consumption–wealth residual helps forecast stock retur
have offered the interpretation that this is due to the ability of the representative ag
forecast future stock returns and to adjust consumption accordingly. In this paper, w
shown that a purely mechanistic variable,tay, that is constructed using calendar time
place of consumption, performs as well as, or better than, the consumption based v
cay, in predicting stock returns and real interest rates. The predictive power of bothtayand
caycompletely disappears when constructed out-of-sample, suggesting that the in-
predictive power of both variables is highly possibly derived from a successful fittin
the trend in the sample. Thus, the strong empirical results of LL are most likely to b
to a ‘look-ahead’ bias and should be interpreted with caution.
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